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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

A. My name is Noreen E. Cleary.  My business address is Integrys Energy Group, Inc., 130 4 

East Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601. 5 

Q. By whom and in what capacity are you employed? 6 

A.  I am the Assistant Vice President, Total Compensation for Integrys Energy Group, Inc. 7 

(“Integrys”).  North Shore Gas Company (“North Shore” or the “Company”) is a wholly-8 

owned indirect subsidiary of Integrys.  9 

B. Purpose of Testimony 10 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding? 11 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to describe the “Integrys 2012 IBS & Regulated Non-12 

Executive Incentive Plan” as it applies directly to North Shore and indirectly to North 13 

Shore through Integrys Business Support, LLC (“IBS”) (the “Integrys Non-Executive 14 

Incentive Plan”).  IBS is a separate subsidiary of Integrys that provides services to North 15 

Shore in the areas of Gas Supply, Engineering, Customer Relations, shared services and 16 

corporate support.  Non-executive employees of North Shore, as well as those of IBS, 17 

participate in the Integrys Non-Executive Incentive Plan utilizing specific measures and 18 

targets designed for North Shore.  This plan remains the same as the 2011 plan and uses 19 

metrics specifically focused on providing benefits to customers in the form of reduced 20 

cost of service, greater efficiencies in operations, increased customer satisfaction and 21 

improved reliability. 22 
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C. Summary of Conclusions 23 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions of your direct testimony. 24 

A. The total compensation paid to employees of North Shore and IBS is comprised of base 25 

pay and incentive pay.  The total compensation amount is tied to market median levels, 26 

such that if and to the extent North Shore does not recover the incentive compensation 27 

component, the Company does not recover a portion of its reasonable and prudent cost of 28 

providing service.  Paying compensation in the form of only base pay is not a realistic 29 

option for North Shore. 30 

  Furthermore, the Integrys Non-Executive Incentive Plan meets this Commission’s 31 

oft-stated standards for recovery.  The plan is based only on metrics that provide benefits 32 

to customers in the form of reduced expenses, greater efficiencies in operations, increased 33 

customer satisfaction and improved safety and reliability.  As designed, the Integrys Non-34 

Executive Incentive Plan can reasonably be expected to provide tangible net benefits to 35 

customers so that the recovery of North Shore’s costs for this incentive plan would be 36 

just and reasonable. 37 

D. Itemized Attachments to Direct Testimony 38 

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your direct testimony? 39 

A. Yes, I am.  I am sponsoring one exhibit, NS Exhibit (“Ex.”) 9.1, which is a copy of the 40 

Integrys 2012 IBS & Regulated Non-Executive Incentive Plan.   41 

E. Background and Experience 42 

Q. What are your duties in your position with Integrys? 43 

A. My position is responsible for the overall management of compensation program design 44 

and administration for Integrys and all its subsidiaries. 45 
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Q. Please describe your educational and business experience. 46 

A. I received a bachelor’s of science degree in Medical Technology from Fitchburg State 47 

College, now Fitchburg State University, in 1981.  My professional experience in Human 48 

Resources (“HR”) covers a period of more than 25 years with various companies.  My 49 

primary expertise and concentration in the HR area has been in compensation and 50 

benefits design and administration.  I hold designations as a Compensation Management 51 

Specialist and a Certified Employee Benefit Specialist from the International Foundation 52 

of Employee Benefits Programs in partnership with The Wharton School of the 53 

University of Pennsylvania.   54 

II. NORTH SHORE’S COMPENSATION PHILOSOPHY AND APPROACH 55 

Q. Please describe North Shore’s compensation philosophy. 56 

A. Like most customer-focused businesses, North Shore maintains compensation programs 57 

that are market-based so it can attract and retain a qualified and motivated work force.  58 

We compete for quality employees in a market that includes regulated and non-regulated 59 

energy companies as well as non-energy firms.  Virtually all firms with which North 60 

Shore competes for quality employees offer incentive pay as a portion of total 61 

compensation.  North Shore’s goal is to pay our employees a total cash compensation 62 

package (base pay plus target incentive pay) that is anchored to market median levels, as 63 

compared to other comparable companies.  The market median levels are based on data 64 

provided by Towers Watson, an internationally recognized firm that specializes in both 65 

compensation and benefits consulting services.  Stated another way, the combination of 66 

the base pay target plus annual incentive payout target brings the total compensation to 67 

the 50th percentile median of comparable companies.  Thus, incentive pay at target is not 68 
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a “bonus” paid to employees over and above market levels, but a component of a total 69 

compensation level that is set at the market median level.  Our compensation programs 70 

are reviewed at least annually against the competitive data to ensure our compensation 71 

programs will attract and retain a quality work force to serve our customers.  North 72 

Shore’s total cash compensation costs are prudent expenditures that allow North Shore to 73 

continue to provide service quality at the level our customers expect while maintaining 74 

reasonable rates. 75 

Q. If the Commission does not allow recovery of incentive pay costs, why couldn’t 76 

North Shore simply pay its employees exclusively through base pay?  77 

A. There are two reasons why North Shore needs to use an incentive compensation package 78 

rather than pay employees exclusively through base pay.  First, offering only base pay 79 

plans without an incentive pay component would make it more difficult for North Shore 80 

to attract the quality employees required to provide a level of service that our customers 81 

demand.  Incentive compensation is widely available in the market and quality employees 82 

demand incentive compensation to recognize superior performance.  Indeed, surveys 83 

performed by Towers Watson demonstrate that the majority of companies extend their 84 

incentive programs deep into their organizations (i.e., at least to entry level 85 

professionals).  Thus, if North Shore went to a more fixed-expense basis for 86 

compensation in the form of increased base salaries, it would put the Company at a 87 

disadvantage in a market where incentive pay programs are prevalent, and would 88 

negatively impact our ability to attract and retain the quality work force needed to deliver 89 

high levels of customer service without any benefit to the customer.  Second, including 90 

annual incentive plans in its compensation program enables North Shore to offer 91 
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competitive compensation packages that incent employees to improve service levels and 92 

reduce costs that impact the rates paid by customers.  The incentive plan design focuses 93 

employees on key goals and objectives that benefit our customers, as its design measure 94 

criteria will concentrate on cost containment and operational goals that are aligned with 95 

the interests of customers rather than financial measures that might be more aligned with 96 

the interests of shareholders. 97 

Q. Does a utility’s ability to attract and retain a sufficient, qualified and motivated 98 

work force benefit customers? 99 

A. Absolutely.  Attracting and retaining a sufficient, qualified and motivated work force 100 

directly benefits customers, because it ensures there are enough highly proficient 101 

employees to perform needed customer work.  In addition, customers benefit by North 102 

Shore maintaining and improving the productivity and quality of work performed, which 103 

reduces overall costs to customers.  By retaining trained and experienced employees 104 

through a market-competitive compensation program, North Shore is able to avoid 105 

incurring the costs of hiring and training employees to replace workers who otherwise 106 

would choose to leave the Company if such a market-competitive program were not in 107 

place.  Experienced employees who are familiar with North Shore’s systems and 108 

equipment are more efficient in their performance, further reducing the Company’s 109 

operating and maintenance expenses and capital expenditures. 110 

III. INTEGRYS’ 2012 NON-EXECUTIVE INCENTIVE PLAN 111 

Q. Please describe the current Integrys Non-Executive Incentive Plan.    112 

A. The Integrys Non-Executive Incentive Plan, attached as NS Ex. 9.1, sets different annual 113 

compensation levels for non-union employees based on the company’s performance 114 
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against pre-determined goals in a number of areas which we believe are in our customers’ 115 

best interests.  The plan uses four specific performance measures to determine incentive 116 

payouts for North Shore employees.  The four performance measures are all focused on 117 

operational aspects of the business, including cost management.  North Shore has 118 

eliminated financial-specific measures that the Commission has characterized in previous 119 

rate cases as being of primary benefit to shareholders rather than customers.  North 120 

Shore’s measures assess cost control through a non-fuel Operations and Maintenance 121 

(“O&M”) expense-adjusted metric, which is weighted at 50% of the total.  In addition, 122 

employee safety measurements, customer service and system reliability are weighted at a 123 

combined 50% of the total.  The following is a high-level review of the plan design:   124 

Operational Performance Measures 

1) Cost Control Non-fuel 
O&M Expense Adjusted 

2) Employee Safety-
OSHA-Recordable 

Incident Rates 
3) Customer 
Satisfaction 4) Reliability 

50% 15% 15% 20% 

 125 

Q. What is the focus of these operational measures? 126 

A. Our operational measures are focused on improving the quality of services delivered to 127 

customers including cost control of expenses that impact rates.  The measures are 128 

designed to motivate employees to maintain customer support at a high quality level and 129 

at competitive rates. 130 

Q. Can you provide more details as to the operational performance measures in the 131 

Integrys Non-Executive Incentive Plan? 132 

A. Yes.  The following chart provides details on the four operational measures. 133 
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Operational 
Performance Measure 

Description Weighting 

 
1. Cost Management 

Non-fuel O&M 
Expense Adjusted 

 

 
Assess cost management via non-fuel 
O&M expense-adjusted, to help maintain 
or reduce expenses that may be charged 
to customers in future rate cases. 
 

 
50% 

 
2. Employee Safety – 

OSHA-Recordable 
Incident Rates 

 
 

 
Based on reducing OSHA recordable 
injuries and illnesses.  A comparison to 
targets measuring recordable injuries and 
illnesses. 
 

 
15% 

 
3. Customer 

Satisfaction 

 
Based on improving customer 
satisfaction, a residential customer 
survey measures overall customer 
satisfaction in categories such as 
reliability, communications, corporate 
citizenship, price and value, billing and 
payment, customer and field service.  
Customer satisfaction surveys are 
conducted by an independent third party 
and compared against the satisfaction 
survey results of other regional 
benchmark energy suppliers.   
 

 
15% 

 
4. Reliability 
 
a. Reduction in total 

leaks 

 
Non-hazardous leaks require frequent 
monitoring and scheduled repair based 
on probable future hazard.  Reducing the 
total number of non-hazardous leaks 
pending reduces the risk of leak 
migration between rechecks and 
improves overall system safety.  There 
are also cost savings when expediently 
repairing leaks through the reduction in 
the number of rechecks required to be 
performed.  
 

 
10% 

 
4.   Reliability 
 
b.   Reduction in 

 
Reduction in overall damages caused by 
North Shore crews. 

 
5% 
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damages  
Reduction in second party (company 
contractors) and third party damage to 
North Shore facilities as a percentage of 
the total number of locates received. 
 

 
5% 

 134 

Q. Who participates in the Integrys Non-Executive Incentive Plan? 135 

A. Participants in the Integrys Non-Executive Incentive Plan include non-union non-136 

executive employees of North Shore, as well as employees of IBS.  In addition, a portion 137 

of the non-executive incentive compensation costs for IBS employees incurred under the 138 

Integrys Non-Executive Incentive Plan is allocated to North Shore.   139 

Q. The Integrys Non-Executive Incentive Plan (NS Ex. 9.1) states on its cover that it is 140 

the “2012” plan.  Why is this the plan that is relevant for the present rate case with 141 

a 2013 test year? 142 

A. Integrys approves its non-executive incentive compensation plans on an annual basis, 143 

establishing the metrics applicable to each of its utility affiliates and the targets to be met 144 

by those utility affiliates in order to earn payouts based on their performance during that 145 

year.  If a utility’s performance in those metrics meets or exceeds its targets, payout 146 

under the plan occurs the following year.  The Integrys Non-Executive Incentive Plan 147 

attached to my testimony as NS Ex. 9.1 states it is the “2012” plan because it is the plan 148 

that governs incentive pay for performance that occurs during calendar year 2012.  The 149 

payouts under this plan will occur in 2013 no later than March 15 of that year.  See  NS 150 

Ex. 9.1 at page 9.  North Shore expects that its non-executive incentive compensation for 151 

performance during calendar year 2013 will be governed by a substantially identical plan 152 

with the same metrics and weightings.  153 
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Q. How does the Cost Management Non-fuel O&M Expense-adjusted metric benefit 154 

customers? 155 

A. The Cost Management Non-fuel O&M Expense-adjusted metric benefits customers by 156 

reducing the costs of service that must be recovered from customers in future rate cases.  157 

This metric encourages employees to maintain or reduce operational costs in order to 158 

keep O&M costs at or below the target level set for North Shore.  The more O&M costs 159 

are reduced, the higher the payout for which employees may be eligible.  This metric 160 

benefits customers because all else being equal, lowering O&M expenses will reduce the 161 

amount of costs to be recovered in future rate cases.  For example, based on the 2011 162 

incentive plan, North Shore’s goal was to control or reduce the amount of its Total Non-163 

fuel O&M Expense Adjusted to below $43.8 million.  North Shore was able to beat that 164 

goal by $1.7 million, reducing its amount of Total Non-fuel O&M Expense Adjusted for 165 

2011 to $42.1 million, which was approximately $1.1 million less than the amount of that 166 

expense in the previous year.  In the absence of the O&M cost control metric, the amount 167 

of 2011 Non-fuel O&M Expense Adjusted for North Shore likely would have been 168 

higher than the Company was able to achieve with that metric in place.   169 

Q. Didn’t the Commission deny recovery of the costs associated with this metric in 170 

North Shore’s last rate case?   171 

A. Yes, in North Shore’s last rate case, In re North Shore Gas Co., et al., ICC Docket Nos. 172 

11-0280/11-0281 Cons. (Order Jan. 10, 2012) (“Peoples Gas 2011”), the Commission 173 

denied recovery of the costs associated with the O&M metric in North Shore’s Non-174 

Executive Incentive Plan.  The Commission agreed with Staff that North Shore had failed 175 
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to present sufficient evidence to establish that this metric will benefit customers.  Peoples 176 

Gas 2011 at 57. 177 

Q. Why should the Commission allow recovery of the costs associated with the O&M 178 

metric in this rate case? 179 

A. As stated, the reason for the Commission’s decision on the costs associated with this 180 

metric was based on a perceived lack of evidence showing a benefit to customers.  Here, 181 

with the advantage of the O&M metric in the Integrys Non-Executive Incentive Plan 182 

having been in place for over a year, North Shore is able to present sufficient evidence 183 

demonstrating direct customer benefits from this metric.  For example, as discussed 184 

above, North Shore was able to beat its goal for Total Non-fuel O&M Expense Adjusted 185 

by $1.7 million in 2011, resulting in an amount of Total Non-fuel O&M Expense 186 

Adjusted that was approximately $1.1 million less than the amount of that expense in the 187 

previous year.  In the absence of the O&M cost control metric, the amount of 2011 Non-188 

fuel O&M Expense Adjusted for North Shore likely would have been higher than the 189 

Company was able to achieve with that metric in place.  Moreover, with respect to the 190 

amount of O&M costs budgeted for the 2013 test year at issue in this rate case, that 191 

number likely would have been higher in the absence of the Integrys Non-Executive 192 

Incentive Plan’s cost control and reduction metric.  When costs are reduced or controlled 193 

in one year, that reduction or control carries through to the basis used in planning the 194 

following years’ budgets. 195 

 Furthermore, the Commission’s decision in Peoples Gas 2011 denying recovery 196 

of the costs related to this metric appears to be an aberration with respect to the 197 

Commission’s long-standing treatment of incentive compensation plan metrics that are 198 
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designed to control or reduce O&M costs.  Indeed, in the rate case North Shore filed in 199 

2007, the Commission allowed recovery of costs associated with an incentive 200 

compensation plan “based on controlling O&M expenses,” stating that “we consider this 201 

as beneficial to ratepayers.” In re North Shore Gas Co., et al., ICC Docket Nos. 202 

07-0241/07-0242 Cons. (Order Feb. 4, 2008) at pp. 66-67.  Similarly, in Commonwealth 203 

Edison Company’s (“ComEd”) 2005 rate case, the Commission allowed the recovery of 204 

expenses for a component of ComEd’s incentive compensation plan based on controlling 205 

O&M and capital expenses, stating that such a metric “meets the Commission’s standard 206 

of reducing expenses and creating greater efficiencies in operations,” and that “[l]owering 207 

O&M expenses, all else being equal, has the obvious effect of reducing the expenses to 208 

be recovered in future rate cases.”  In re Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Docket No. 05-209 

0597 (Order July 26, 2006) at pp. 95-96.  Again, in Consumers Illinois Water Company, 210 

ICC Docket No. 03-0403 (Order Apr. 13, 2004) at pp. 14-15, a case often-cited by the 211 

Commission as establishing the standard for recovery of incentive compensation costs, 212 

the Commission approved the recovery of Consumers Illinois Water Company’s 213 

incentive compensation expenses which included a metric for “maintaining or reducing 214 

operating costs at or below budgeted levels.” 215 

 Based on the specific evidence presented as to how the O&M cost control metric 216 

in the Integrys Non-Executive Incentive Plan benefits customers and the Commission’s 217 

long-standing treatment of costs associated with such metrics, the Commission should 218 

approve the recovery of North Shore’s costs associated with the Integrys Non-Executive 219 

Incentive Plan’s O&M cost control metric in this proceeding. 220 

Q. How does the Employee Safety metric benefit customers? 221 
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A. The Employee Safety metric benefits customers by reducing costs and inefficiencies 222 

associated with on-the-job accidents.  The focus on employee safety is part of a larger 223 

effort to create a “Safety Culture” in which all aspects of safety – public safety, customer 224 

safety as well as employee safety – become a daily part of what we do.  The incentive 225 

compensation metric is designed to encourage the reduction in the number of OSHA-226 

recordable incidents by North Shore employees.  OSHA-recordable incidents or, indeed, 227 

accidents of any kind may cause higher operating expenses, which ultimately result in 228 

higher rates for customers.  Moreover, safer employees are more motivated and efficient 229 

than those who operate in a less safe environment.  Thus, by encouraging increased safety 230 

for employees, this metric leads to more efficiency and lower costs, which are a direct 231 

benefit to customers.  In Peoples Gas 2011, no party opposed the recovery of costs 232 

associated with this metric, and the Commission allowed the recovery of those costs in its 233 

final Order.  Id. at 57. 234 

Q. How does the Customer Satisfaction metric benefit customers? 235 

A. The Customer Satisfaction metric benefits customers by encouraging North Shore 236 

employees to improve the Company’s performance with respect to communications with 237 

customers as well as customer and field service.  This metric is designed to ensure that 238 

North Shore customers receive an ever-improving level of high-quality service in all 239 

aspects of North Shore’s delivery of natural gas to their homes and businesses.  240 

Customers of North Shore benefit from this metric because it ensures that they continue 241 

to receive high-quality service from North Shore employees and encourages further 242 

improvements in that service quality.  In Peoples Gas 2011, no party opposed the 243 
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recovery of costs associated with this metric, and the Commission allowed the recovery 244 

of those costs in its final Order.  Id. at 57. 245 

Q. How does the Reliability metric benefit customers? 246 

A. The reduction in gas leaks portion of the Reliability metric benefits customers by 247 

reducing exposure to a future risk that a gas leak might cause, as well as reducing the 248 

frequency of future required leak rechecks and associated cost savings.  In its past Orders, 249 

the Commission specifically has expressed that it would like to see a reduction in system 250 

leaks achieved.  See In re North Shore Gas Co., et al., ICC Docket Nos. 09-0166/09-0167 251 

Cons. (Order Jan. 21, 2010) at 58 (listing “reduction in system leaks” as one of the 252 

“operational goals that the Commission would like to see achieved”).  The reduction in 253 

damages portion of the Reliability metric benefits customers by lowering the expenses of 254 

repairing damage to North Shore facilities or paying claims, ensuring safety for both 255 

employees and customers, and avoiding outages to customers.  In Peoples Gas 2011, no 256 

party opposed the recovery of costs associated with these metrics, and the Commission 257 

allowed the recovery of those costs in its final Order.  Peoples Gas 2011 at 57. 258 

Q. Do you have any comments concerning the interrelation between the Cost 259 

Management Non-fuel O&M Expense-adjusted metric and the other three metrics 260 

in the Integrys Non-Executive Incentive Plan? 261 

A. Yes.  The Employee Safety, Customer Satisfaction and Reliability metrics demonstrate 262 

that the O&M cost control metric’s target is not intended to be met by a “slash and burn” 263 

approach to North Shore’s operations.  The Employee Safety, Customer Satisfaction and 264 

Reliability metrics demonstrate North Shore’s emphasis on providing safe and reliable 265 

gas distribution service to its customers, and the O&M cost control metric demonstrates 266 
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North Shore’s emphasis on managing its operations so that it achieves these goals in an 267 

efficient and cost-effective manner.  In this way, the four metrics in the Integrys Non-268 

Executive Incentive Plan work in conjunction to incentivize North Shore’s non-executive 269 

employees constantly to improve safety, reliability and service to customers, but in an 270 

efficient and non-wasteful manner.  The result is that customers receive the benefits of 271 

both improved safety, reliability and service and the costs they pay for that service being 272 

controlled or reduced. 273 

Q. Do you propose that North Shore recover in rates the costs of the Integrys Non-274 

Executive Incentive Plan in their entirety? 275 

A. Yes, for the reasons stated above. 276 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony? 277 

A. Yes, it does. 278 


